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Hunter's Choice Deer Season
Oregon hunters will have an oppor-

tunity to participate in a Hunter's
Choice deer season for the first time this
year. Elk in southeastern Oregon have
been harvested under this type of regu-
lation for the past several years and the
experiences of other states indicate that
it can be applied in the case of deer. The
Hunter's Choice season differs from
special seasons operated in the past by
authorizing all holders of unused deer
tags to participate rather than limiting
the number of hunters. Hunters who
are unsuccessful during the general
buck season will be allowed to kill one
deer of either sex on October 21 and 22
in specified portions of Oregon.

The deer situation in Oregon has
changed materially since the turn of the
century. Deer were scarce throughout
much of Oregon in the early 1900's and

(Continued on Page 6)
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The northeastern corner of Oregon, comprised mainly of Wallowa,
Union, Baker, Umatilla, and Grant counties, is uniquely diverse, not only
in its topography, but also in the sport fishery of the region. At least four-
teen inland game fish species, from the giant sturgeon in the Snake to
scrappy brook and rainbow trout in the high mountain lakes, are repre-
sented in the area. The angler can almost choose his favorite, and find it.

The popular, hardy rainbow is pre-
dominant in most of the area streams.
Eastern brook trout are more prevalent
than rainbow in the higher lakes, and
both the brook and its cousin, the Dolly
Varden, are common in some of the
higher colder streams. The land-locked
sockeye or blueback is much sought
after in Wallowa Lake. The Montana
cutthroat recently introduced in a few
lakes, may eventually provide new
thrills for the fly enthusiast. Bass, crap-

Glacier Lake surrounded by granite peaks is typical of the dramatic scenery provided by a pack trip into
the Lake basin of the high Wallowas. July and August are the best months to travel in this area as deep

snows make it inaccessible the rest of the year.

pie, catfish and other warm water game
fish are found in the Snake and Uma-
tilla drainages. Steelhead and salmon
continue to make limited appearances
in some streams.

But numbers of species alone should
not be confused with general abund-
ance. The reputation for good fishing
long held by northeastern Oregon has
been on the decline as more and more
anglers flock over improved roads to
better facilities in the region of once-
famous trout water. A generally grow-
ing population has made itself felt
throughout most of the system in lakes,
and especially in streams, as anglers
press further into this more remote
corner of the state.

Consequently, a program for the en-
tire region was formulated to include
intensive lake, stream, and reservoir
surveys designed to evaluate the re-
source in terms of the present and po-
tential fish production. To date, nearly
40 trout streams, 10 reservoirs, and over
30 lakes have been investigated. The
information gained through this work
often provides the clues needed for
action toward the restoration of fish.
Combined with this search for basic
information, a program of diversion
screening was activated, and improved
stocking policies were put into effect.
Evidence of progress is seen in only
small portions of the region, but the
general picture of present conditions
and the needs of the future are now
more clear-cut.

Lakes
A study of the lakes in the Wallowa

Mountains has constituted a consider-
(Continued on Page 3)
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* THIS AND THAT * Public Shooting Grounds for the 1950 Waterfowl Season
Multiflora rose stock is again being

offered for fall planting on Willamette
Valley and southern Oregon farms by
the Habitat Improvement Department.
In the Midwest, multiflora rose has al-
ready proven highly popular as a liv-
ing stock-proof fence which also pro-
vides food and cover for wildlife.

Sportsmen's groups interested in es-
tablishing multiflora fences on farms as
a club project will also be provided with
planting stock while the supply lasts.
This offers sportsmen's clubs an oppor-
tunity to aid game birds and at the
same time become better acquainted
with the farmer and his problems.

Delivery of rose plants will begin
November 15, but requests should be
made promptly in order to be assured
of stock. Plantings may be made
throughout the winter except for pro-
longed freezing periods. Interested
landowners and sportsmen's clubs
should contact Commission offices in
Portland, Albany, or Roseburg. The re-
quest should also include the number
of plants desired along with the place
and date of delivery.

* * *

License has been obtained from the
federal government by the Game Com-
mission to construct islands in Fern
Ridge Reservoir as duck resting places.
Sites already have been located and
construction was to start as soon as the
water levels allowed.

* * *

Two duck resting ponds have been
constructed in Yamhill county near
Carlton. The areas were obtained on a
five-year lease for a dollar a year. They
include adjacent lands as well on which
food crops may be planted. Two more
sites for the same type of project have
been located in Marion county and
negotiations for the leases are under-
way.

1950 Waterfowl Regulations
Oregon hunters will have an open sea-

son of 55 consecutive days for waterfowl
with the season extending from noon
November 3 to December 27, inclusive.
The same season will prevail in Idaho
and Washington while California will
have a split season.

The daily bag limit for ducks was in-
creased from 5 to 6, and the possession
limit will be the same as the daily limit.
For geese the limit remains the same as
last year. Six geese a day are allowed
in any combination not exceeding 2 of
Canada geese or its subspecies, white-
fronted geese or brant.

Four public shooting grounds will be
available to hunters during the 1950
waterfowl season opening November 3.
These are Summer Lake, in operation
since 1944; Chewaucan, 1947; Sauvies
Island 1949; and Warner Valley, a new
one this season. The public shooting
area on the Malheur Migratory Bird
Refuge near Burns operated for the
past two seasons will be closed this year
because of extreme low water levels. It
is hoped that the spring runoff will be
substantial enough to raise the water
levels and permit reactivation of this
public shooting ground next year.

The number of hunters will be limited
only on Sauvies Island near Portland.
Hunters are required to have a valid
daily permit in their possession while
hunting on the public shooting grounds
and to check in and check out each day
at the designated checking stations.

Designated camping areas are set up
at all areas except Sauvies Island. Crude
sanitation facilities are provided and a
supply of wood fuel is furnished. In all
cases the areas are "dry camps"-that
is, drinking water must be hauled in by
campers from an outside source.

All public shooting grounds are ac-
companied by large refuge areas. The
refuges are well posted with State Game
Commission signs reading "No Hunt-
ing." The public hunting areas are
posted "Public Shooting Grounds."

As a means of reducing crippling loss,
every effort is being made to welcome
hunting dogs on the areas.

The shooting grounds will operate on
the following schedule:

Area
Summer Lake
Chewaucan
Warner
Sauvies Island

Dates
Nov. 3-Dec. 27 Inc.
Nov. 3-Dec. 11 Inc.
Nov. 3-Dec. 11 Inc.
Nov. 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11,

12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 21,
23, 25, 26, 28, 29;

Dec. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10,
12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21,
23, 24, 26, 27.

Sauvies Island Public Shooting
Grounds:

The area can be reached by taking
Highway No. 30 west from Portland to
Burlington, then across the Multnomah
Channel on the Sauvies Island Ferry,
and then following the road signs.

This public shooting ground is oper-
ated on a part of the 13,000 acre game
management project being purchased
by the Oregon State Game Commission
as a means of providing and perma-
nently maintaining a vital piece of wild-
life habitat.

The public shooting grounds are
divided into units and a limited number
of hunters are assigned to each unit on
each shooting day. Most of the units
will be free lance areas; that is, hunters
will locate their own shooting stand,
taking advantage of natural cover or
existing blinds, or "jump shoot" as they
wish. The physical make-up of one unit
lends itself to blind shooting only so all
hunters in this unit will be assigned to
specific blinds. Daily shooting fees of
$3.00 for reserved blinds and $2.00 for
free lance hunting will be charged.
Shooting permits will be issued on a
reserved basis for designated areas.
WRITTEN applications will be accepted
and filed in the order received begin-
ning October 9, 1950. Applications
should be sent by mail to the Oregon
State Game Commission., Portland 8.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Fishery of Northeastern Oregon
(Continued from Page

able portion of field activities. The fish-
erman in search of trout water and new
scenic beauties need only travel High-
way 82 north and east from La Grande
to find Wallowa Lake, the northeastern
Oregon variety of an angler's mecca. At
Wallowa Lake and in the canyon of the
Lostine River, several trails provide the
threshold to the sixty high lakes and
their surrounding primitive area in the
rugged Wallowa Mountains.

Although many of the lakes in north-
eastern Oregon are inaccessible except
by trail, Wallowa Lake is the most easily
reached, the most popular, and the larg-
est in the entire area. Here the problem
of restoring a high yield of rainbow
trout in the face of increasing angling
pressure is made difficult by the ex-
treme water level fluctuations, com-
bined with a generally limited food
supply. The need for larger stock to
supplement the dwindling numbers of
mature rainbow was felt to be the first
requirement in restoration.

In conjunction with an annual release
of larger fish, creel sampling was done
to determine the anglers' success and
the contribution being made by hatch-
ery fish to the creel. During a rela-
tively short periodic creel check in May
of 1949, a total of 920 anglers were
checked with 941 rainbow. Such sampl-
ing revealed the anglers success to be
about three times greater than in 1946
and 1947, when similar checks were
made. Marked fish of the 1947 and 1948
group represented over 10% of the 1949
catch sampled. Their average length
was about 12 inches. The apparent con-
tribution of marked and unmarked
hatchery fish to the creel was much in
evidence, when many limit catches of
8- to 18-inch rainbow were recorded in
May.

Angling for landlocked sockeye sal-
mon, locally referred to as "yanks" or
bluebacks, reaches a peak in June. At
that time the more experienced troll
fisherman consistently bring in limit
catches of these silvery fish of fine
flavor. This year 1,329 anglers were
checked with 4,449 fish during 15 days
of random creel sampling. About 85 per
cent of the catches were bluebacks. The
increased interest in trolling for blue-
back whs much in evidence this year
when 75 to 100 boats could be counted
on the lake at late evening during the
peak of the season.

Bluebacks are nearly all of a size,
since mature fish form the greatest por-
tion of the catch. At maturity, blue-
backs are usually in their fourth year
of life and average slightly over eight

Frazier Lake, another pack lake in the Wallowas,
provides excellent fly fishing for eastern brook
trout. Because of the slight fishing stress on these
lakes, the high bag limit of 30 fish a day, 60 in

possession, is allowed.

inches in length. From mid-September
into October, thousands of these fish
crowd the upper Wallowa River arrayed
in a darker breeding color that precedes
a mass spawning. Like other Pacific
salmon, the blueback dies after spawn-
ing.

Working upward from Wallowa Lake,
many of the high lakes in the Wallowas
were surveyed in 1946 under the direc-
tion of H. J. Rayner, in order to evalu-
ate the present condition of the fishery.
Although a few lakes were producing
large fish, the majority revealed heavy
populations of small, stunted eastern
brook trout, a striking example of ex-
cessive natural reproduction coupled
with a limited food supply. Unlike most
rainbow trout, eastern brook often re-
produce successfully on gravelly lake
shores near a trickle of fresh water or
over spring water seepage. Spawning
occurs in the fall, usually from late
September thru October. Since most of
the glacial high lakes excellently suited
to the brook trout for spawning, natural
reproduction is generally heavy each
year. As the brook trout populations
increase, a greater demand is placed
upon aquatic foods. Relatively short
summers in the high mountains limits
the fish to surface feeding on terrestial
insects. Thus the brook trout mature
at a small size. In lakes without suit-
able spawning areas but having great
quantities of natural food, brook trout
often reach 12 to 13 inches before ma-
turing.

The problem of bringing about better
fishing in over-populated lakes involves

the balancing the numbers of fish to a
more or less stable food supply. Stock-
ing would only aggravate the situation
where small mature fish are already
abundant. To encourage the thinning of
these fish, an increased bag limit of 30
fish per day, 60 in possession was placed
on all but three of the high lakes over
5,000 feet in elevation. The regulation
includes about 50 lakes in the Wallowas.

To determine what effect the in-
creased bag limit has had upon the high
lakes fishery, a survey was made fol-
lowing the pattern used in 1946. Eight-
een lakes located on main trails
throughout the Wallowas were sampled
and data involving numbers, weight,
and lengths at maturity were collected
from both net and rod-caught fish.
Smaller, more inaccessible lakes were
not sampled since angling pressure
would be more readily reflected in
"key" lakes located on the better trails.

The length at maturity of female
eastern brook trout has been a useful
measure in comparative high lake popu-
lation studies. A lowering of the length
at maturity reflects the presence of
excessive numbers of fish that are com-
peting for limited available food within
a lake. High productivity on the part of
eastern brook trout is the direct cause
for the present condition of fish in many
high lakes of the Wallowa range.

An increase found in the length at
maturity of eastern brook trout is
felt to be evidence that recent cropping
has resulted in additional growth of the
remaining populations. A case in point
is Ice Lake, where an average increase
since 1946 of 1.2 inches was found among
maturing females, bring the average
length at maturity up to 8.8 inches.
Evidence of thinning and some subse-
quent growth in the past four years was
also revealed at Douglas, Horseshoe,
Lee, and Hobo lakes, where average in-
creases up to 1.4 inches were recorded.
Other lakes, including Aneroid and
John Henry, showed such slight varia-
tions in length from the 1946 figures
that they are insignificant in corrob-
orating other evidence found this year.
In fact, the general condition of nearly
all of the high lakes that were sampled
has not changed significantly in the past
four years. With the advantage of slight
growth increases since 1946, the average
size of females at maturity range from 7
to 8 inches in length.

At Aneroid lake, however, where
female fish are maturing at less than 8
inches, several fish were taken over 12
inches in length. Thus the length at
maturity does not reveal the small per-

(Continued on Page 7)
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Fisheries crew hauling seine to shore for cleaning and mev :ng to new site. This trap seine Las proven
extremely effective in the trash fish control work this season at East Lake.

A draft horse would be useful in dragging the net ashore but sine none are
around, the fisheries crew must do the job.

Garbage cans make appropriate receptacle for trash f:sh just dipped fram
seine crib. Any game fish trapped can be released.
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The food production of a lake is wasted when it produces only a fat roach
instead of a game fish.
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An average night's haul of roach taken from the Oneida Lake Trap Net
used at East Lake.

A waterlogged net full of fish and debris is more than even a big man can
handle by himself.
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Hunter's Choice Deer Season
(Continued from Page 1)

it became necessary to establish large
refuges and restrict the kill to bucks in
order to increase the herds. Such meas-
ures proved effective to the extent that
over-utilization of important shrubs be-
came evident on certain southeastern
Oregon winter ranges by the early
1930's. Since the removal of bucks only
did not harvest surpluses of the deer, it
became necessary to remove some ant-
lerless animals. Special seasons designed
to harvest antlerless animals on prob-
lem winter ranges were first employed
in 1938 and since that date 21 such sea-
sons have been held.

Studies by Game Commission field
agents of forage conditions during the
past several years have indicated sur-
pluses of deer in excess of food supplies
on winter ranges. Surpluses are so gen-
eral this year that a Hunter's Choice
type of season was felt to be more prac-
tical than a large number of special sea-
sons restricting the hunters to specific
areas. Since substantial winter losses
are anticipated if the trend of winter
range conditions continues to decline, a
harvest of surplus animals at this time
is felt to be justified.

An increase of deer in western Ore-
gon during recent years has also been
evident. Such increases near agricul-
tural lands have created serious damage
problems. Expanded agricultural de-
velopment in marginal areas on or
adjacent to deer habitat has further
intensified the damage situation. Since
the brushy areas near farm lands are
not particularly favorable for hunting,
harvest of deer has been light. Land-
owners must be afforded some protec-
tion from deer damaging their crops.
Although the Commission has an
aggressive damage control program in
effect, including chemical and mechan-
ical repellents, construction of fences,
and the issuance of permits to kill of-
fending animals, such measures have
not successfully alleviated the situation.

In eastern Oregon, the Hunter's
Choice season will apply generally to
those areas outside national forest
boundaries. Most of the major winter
ranges where over-populations are evi-
dent will be included. For the most part
the objective of the eastern Oregon sea-
son is to harvest animals which are
resident upon the open winter ranges.
effective.

In western Oregon the season is lim-
ited to all current established cultivated
agricultural lands and adjacent non-
cultivated lands within a radius of one
mile. All of Tillamook County, National
Forests, and other specified areas are

excluded from this season. Cultivated
lands are defined as those which are
tilled for the production of crops. Since
natural boundaries are not available for
outlining deer damage areas, the regu-
lation is broad in aspect and designed to
permit the harvest of deer' causing crop
damage. Much of the land included in
the western Oregon season is privately
owned and hunters who contemplate
participating are advised to contact
landowners in known deer damage areas
prior to the season. Most owners suffer-
ing crop damage by deer are expected
to be cooperative in assisting hunters.

In order to prevent undue hunting
pressure in localized areas, a large por-
tion of the state is included in the Hunt-
er's Choice season. The number of par-
ticipants will be materially reduced
since many hunters will be successful in
bagging a buck during the general sea-
son.

The success of the Hunter's Choice
season will depend largely upon the
cooperation of participating sportsmen
and landowners. Hence, it is important
that all concerned make every attempt
to accomplish the objectives of the
Hunter's Choice season in an orderly
manner so that future big game sur-
pluses may be harvested with a mini-
mum of restrictions.

Public Shooting Grounds for the
1950 Waterfowl Season

(Continued from Page 2)
Hunters may use boats on any free

lance area, in fact, some of the free
lance areas can be reached only by boat.
The principal free lance unit is most
easily reached by taking a boat from the
vicinity of Scappoose, crossing the Mult-
nomah channel and entering the area
by way of the Cunningham Slough.
Summer Lake Public Shooting Ground:

The area lies immediately adjacent to
the Bend-Lakeview Highway (No. 31)
one hundred miles southeast of Bend.

This public shooting ground is also a
part of a large state-owned game man-
agement area and operated as a seasonal
activity of the year-round project. A
daily shooting fee of $2.00 will be
charged. Permits are obtained at the
refuge headquarters.

The hunting area includes about 3,150
acres of shallow marsh, 600 acres of
open lake, 250 acres of crop land, 900
acres of hay meadow and 1,500 acres of
potholes. The lakes, potholes and
marshes are all too shallow for boat use
but make wading boots almost an abso-
lute necessity. Hunting is entirely on a
free lance basis.

Most of the hunting here is flyway

shooting. Decoys are seldom used but
at times have been effective.

Camping sites are available both on
and off the state property. Both the
Summer Lake Store and the Summer
Lake Hunting Lodge serve meals. The
store has cabins to rent. The Hunting
Lodge rents rooms and some of the
neighboring farmers provide quarters.

A special pheasant season in the Sum-
mer Lake Valley will open November 10
and close December 27 with a bag limit
of 4 pheasants a day and 12 for the sea-
son. This special season is a part of a
study project used to measure the re-
sults of different liberation methods and
different strains of pheasants so it is
important that all birds killed be
checked. Consequently, hunters are re-
quired to check in and check out of this
special hunting area each day. Pheasant
habitat in the Summer Lake area is not
extensive and hunters should not go to
this area expecting superior hunting.
Chewaucan Public Shooting Ground:

This area is near Paisley, a small
town on the Bend-Lakeview Highway
(No. 31) about 125 miles southeast of
Bend. The public shooting ground
located about 10 miles from Paisley is
reached by a graded all season dirt road.

The Chewaucan marshes have been
drained for agricultural purposes but
the drainage canals, and hay and grain
fields are still very attractive to water-
fowl. The bulk of the area is owned by
the Chewaucan Land and Cattle Com-
pany. Through an agreement between
this company and the Oregon State
Game Commission approximately 3,000
acres of the best waterfowl area are
open as a public shooting ground. The
rest of the Company lands in the marsh
is maintained as a refuge. Since this op-
eration is only seasonal, the daily hunt-
ing fee has been set at $1.00.

Hunting is on a free lance basis. It is
either flyway shooting or shooting over
duck decoys in the canals or goose de-
coys in the fields. This type of area fur-
nishes a much less strenuous hunt as it
is not necessary to wade through mud,
tul es and water.

Although the Chewaucan has by far
the highest success ratio, it has not been
patronized by many hunters. Hunting
conditions on this type of area are not
as dependable as on a marsh type such
as Summer Lake. However, on good
days, the shooting obtained here is hard
to beat. Also, the "none duck" appear-
ance of the unit seems to discourage
many who are not well acquainted with-
this type of hunting.

Because the Company wants these
(Continued on Page 8)
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Fishery of N.E. Oregon
(Continued from Page 6)

"----centage of larger fish found in some of
the high lakes.

The effect of the 30 fish limit is seen
only in those few lakes where a slight
rise in the lengths at maturity was re-
corded. From available data we may
assume that cropping should be carried
to a point where good growth is taking
place among surviving brook trout. The
need for increased angling pressure is
felt to be general throughout the high
lakes area to further reduce enormous
populations of small eastern brook
trout. The desired result of the in-
creased bag limit will be reached when
a substantial percentage of large eastern
brook trout enter the catch from most
of the lakes in the Wallowas.

To the west of the Wallowa range, the
fir and pine-clad Blue Mountains form a
massive chain sprawling irregularly to
the south through Grant County. High
on their slopes rise the John Day, the
Grande Ronde, the Umatilla, the Pow-
der, Burnt and Malheur Rivers. The
range is moderately sprinkled with good
trout lakes. Readily accessible to the
angler are Olive, Magone and Straw-
berry Lakes, which are fairly consistent
producers of large rainbow and eastern
brook. Regular stocking by truck and
pack string is carried on throughout the
Blue Mountain area.

In the Elkhorn range, or Anthony
Mountains, a part of the Blues, many
small high lakes dot the area. Anthony
and Grande Ronde Lakes, in the heart
of the Anthony Lakes Recreational
Area, are accessible by road and con-
sequently heavily fished. Their small
size and the angling intensity have made
annual plantings of legal fish necessary.

Present knowledge of conditions in
most of the other lakes in the Elkhorn
range is indeed meager. A few lakes
were surveyed in 1949, and a further
investigation is scheduled to determine
future needs for better trout production.

Reservoirs
In addition to our many natural

mountain lakes, a number of large res-
ervoirs, vital to widespread irrigational
activities, are scattered throughout
northeastern Oregon. These reservoirs
could, and some once did, play a dual
role as trout producers. At present most
of these waters are heavily infested
with enormous populations of trash fish
and are of little use to the angler. Na-
tural fish foods are generally abundant
in all of the reservoirs. A process of
'ertilization at many impoundments
takes place each season as range cattle
follow the receding shoreline to drink,

leaving their excrement to be covered
the next spring by the stored runoff
waters, and thus the chain of aquatic
life begins anew.

The tremendous annual fluctuations
of most reservoirs alters their size by
hundreds of surface acres. Such fluc-
tuations have a deleterious effect upon
the reproduction of some game fish.
Bass in particular are affected, since
they spawn in relatively shallow water,
usually from two to six feet in depth. A
drop in the water level taking place
during the egg incubation period often
leaves the bass nest high and dry. Bass
stocked in some reservoirs many years
ago are not in evidence today. The in-
ability of bass and other game fish to
reproduce successfully, and the over-
whelming fecundity of the sucker, carp
and roach, have eliminated a sport fish-
ery in many reservoirs. Bass stocks
must be supplemented regularly if they
are to do well. At present bass are in
short supply in this region and the
widespread use of the fish in reservoirs
is not feasible if populations cannot be
substantially supplemented.

A program of reservoir rehabilitation
got under way in this area with the total
poisoning of Unity Reservoir and about
50 miles of tributary streams. Tons of
suckers, roach and squawfish were
killed. Only 22 rainbow trout were
known to have been recovered from the
entire reservoir. About two tons of
rotenone, or derris, were used in the
operation which involved towing the
chemical in sacks behind a small fleet of
motor boats. A total of 150,000 rainbow
fingerlings were released in the reser-
voir this year. Perhaps Unity Reservoir
will once again be known for the pro-

duction of large rainbow as it was in
the late thirties.

Other reservoirs now lost to fisher-
man through trash fish infestations are
now under consideration for future poi-
soning. The elimination of rough fish
from smaller impoundments and the
partial destruction of the prolific "shin-
er" along lake shores with rotenone has
been successful in this area.

Streams
Nearly all of the streams in north-

eastern Oregon are potentially good
producers of trout. Valley streams are
abundant in natural aquatic life because
of the nature of the land through which
they flow. The increased fishing pres-
sure has gradually depleted our smaller
streams of mature resident trout which
are vital to reproduction. Natural re-
covery is slow, and alone is not adequate
to supply present-day angling require-
ments in the easily accessible streams.

Stream surveys designed to provide
information on the present condition of
fish, their length ratios, and growth,
have been made in many area streams.
A portable generator, producing 100
volts AC, is used to remove all fish
within several representative 100-foot
sections along the stream. An electric
current passes through electrodes which
are moved through the section, and fish
are stunned and picked up with nets.
Electro-fishing provides the investiga-
tor with a sample of the total population
which reflects angling pressure, avail-
able food, natural reproduction, and
general conditions within the stream. In
many waters easily reached by anglers,
legal fish represented only 2 to 5 per
cent of the trout population.

(Continued on Page 8)

e
Fishing with electricity. This fish shocker, used in representative sections of streams, enables the fishery

investigator to obtain a sample of the total fish population.
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Public Shooting Grounds
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fields for cattle pasture in late Decem-
ber and since the freeze-up usually
occurs in early December, sending most
of the birds on south, this shooting
ground will close the night of Decem-
ber 11.

The peat soil of the public shooting
ground creates a serious fire hazard.
Fire fighting equipment is maintained at
the area and all hunters are cautioned
to be careful of fire.

Camping sites are designated in the
sagebrush lands adjacent to the shooting
grounds where it is safe to build camp-
fires. There are a few cabins, a hotel
and restaurants in Paisley.
Warner Valley Public Shooting Ground:

This area is about 4 miles southeast of
Adel. From Lakeview it is 31 miles to
Adel over mountainous road paved to
within 6 miles of Adel.

Warner Valley is about 40 miles long
and 5 to 8 miles wide lying at an eleva-
tion of 4,400 feet and bordered on both
sides by mountains. It is a sump-type
alkaline valley of many lakes, sloughs
and marshes. The public shooting
ground will be located on the reclaimed
marshes of the Warner Valley Stock
Company lands in South Warner.

Like the Chewaucan, this shooting
ground is made available by an agree-
ment between the Oregon State Game
Commission and the Company who
owns 22 000 acres. From 4,000 to 10,000
acres will be open to hunting depending
upon water levels and fire conditions.
At least 4,000 acres of stubble fields and
canals will be open. The 2,000 acre
Dixon Field Marsh will also be opened
if sufficient water remains in the unit to
give it any hunting value. As soon as
fall storms arrive to reduce the fire haz-
ard, additional areas up to 5,000 acres of
heavy peat soil will be opened.

Warner Valley has long been known
for its large populations of waterfowl,
especially geese. This is the first time
for many years that the Warner Valley
Stock Company lands have been made
available to public hunting. If the hunt-
ers will cooperate with the Game Com-
mission in this project, there is no rea-

son that this hunting cannot be kept for
public use indefinitely. The fire danger
in the bunch hay and peat soils is prob-
ably the most serious hazard. The Com-
pany maintains a well equipped fire
truck and the Game Commission will
furnish fire fighting tools.

Hunting will be on a free lance basis
and the fee will be $1.00 per day. Goose
and duck decoys will help but flyway
and jump shooting will also be avail-
able. Boots are desirable for the marsh
and slough hunting.

A camping site will be designated in
the sage brush areas near the shooting
ground. A few small cabins are avail-
able at the Adel Store.

Fishery of N.E. Oregon
(Continued from Page 7)

The problem, then, is one of proper
allocation and distribution of hatchery
fish into the open, accessible and more
productive streams which can support
them. Legal-sized fish are now liber-
ated in over 50 streams in northeastern
Oregon to meet the heavy demand of
the angler. Recent expansion of the
Wallowa hatchery will provide almost
twice the number of legal fish now used
in supplementing natural stock in this
area. Better fish liberating equipment,
better timing of releases, and more
careful spreading of legal fish will in-
sure even greater returns to the stream
angler.

Salmon and steelhead continue to find
their way in limited numbers to spawn-
ing grounds in the upper reaches of area
streams. The Imnaha, Grande Ronde,
Wallowa and Lostine Rivers and their
tributaries support most of our migra-
tory fish which run the gauntlet of nets.
dams, lures and rapids in their journey
from the sea. Angling for them has now
been limited to areas below main
spawning grounds in an effort to pro-
vide undisturbed propagation and a
greater escapement of mature fish.

The heavy losses of trout, salmon, and
steelhead fingerlings through irrigation
ditches has been curtailed in some sec-
tions by screening activities during the
past two years. Two hundred twenty-

nine screens or screen boxes have been
installed in Pine and Eagle Valleys,
and the Umatilla, Grande Ronde and
Imnaha rivers.

The numbers of fingerlings turned
away from ditches by rotary screens is
not readily measureable, but the cessa-
tion of the known previous losses
through open ditches can only result in
a greater survival of these fish.

Work on these many facets of the
fishery of northeastern Oregon has
thrown considerable light on the prob-
lems of management. Further informa-
tion gathered throughout the area con-
cerning lakes, streams and reservoirs
will serve to guide concentrated future
efforts toward the end resultmore and
better angling.
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